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Abstract: Hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) plays a key role in many biological processes spanning from coral bleaching, over cell signaling to aging. However, exact quantitative assessments of concentrations and dynamics of H$_2$O$_2$ remain challenging due to methodological limitations—especially at very low (sub µM) concentrations. Most published optical detection schemes for H$_2$O$_2$ suffer from irreversibility, cross sensitivity to other analytes such as other reactive oxygen species (ROS) or pH, instability, temperature dependency or limitation to a specific medium. We review optical detection schemes for H$_2$O$_2$, compare their specific advantages and disadvantages, and discuss current challenges and new approaches for quantitative optical H$_2$O$_2$ detection, with a special focus on luminescence-based measurements. We also review published concentration ranges for H$_2$O$_2$ in natural habitats, and physiological concentrations in different biological samples to provide guidelines for future experiments and sensor development in biomedical and environmental science.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) is a fascinating, yet under-investigated molecule. In the scientific literature it is referred to as a ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ molecule [1] and ‘necessary evil’ [2,3], due to its dual role in the human body. Hydrogen peroxide is linked to oxidative stress [4–7], and thus aging [5] and age-associated diseases such as Alzheimer’s [8–10], Parkinson’s disease [8,11,12], cancer [6,13,14], and cardiovascular disorder [4]. Studies have also linked lung diseases such as asthma and cystic fibrosis to elevated H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in breath condensates [15]. However, H$_2$O$_2$ also plays beneficial or even vital roles as a cellular signaling agent [7,16,17], transmitter of redox signals [18] or antibacterial agent in urine [19], just to name a few beneficial functions. Hydrogen peroxide in general is considered a cytotoxic agent [7,19] above certain concentrations; however, LD$_{50}$ values for different animals, plants and bacteria cells depend largely on the investigated cell type, its physiological state, and the exposure time [19–22].

Hydrogen peroxide does not only play an important physiological role in medicine and the human body, but is also relevant in other organisms and natural habitats such as coral reefs, where oxidative stress, and thus elevated H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations, have been linked to harmful coral bleaching events [23]. In natural waters, solar UV irradiance strongly influences H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations [24]. There is thus a growing interest and need for precise H$_2$O$_2$ measurements in aquatic systems subject to ongoing global climate change, where changes in solar irradiance can affect the formation of H$_2$O$_2$ e.g., in lake ecosystems or shallow coral reefs, and where photolysis of H$_2$O$_2$ by UV radiation can stimulate the formation of the highly reactive hydroxyl radical OH*$ [25]. In natural waters, H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations
are thus typically highest in the photic zone and decrease with depth [26] from low mM to low nM (Supplementary Materials; Table S1).

Hydrogen peroxide is a reactive oxygen species (ROS) [1] (together with superoxide, hydroxyl radical, singlet oxygen, peroxynitrite, and hypochlorous acid [27]). However, in the absence of transition metals [19], selenoproteins and certain thiol proteins [18], H$_2$O$_2$ shows only low reactivity due to its high activation energy, and it does not readily react with most biological compounds despite being a strong oxidizing agent [18]. In comparison to other ROS, H$_2$O$_2$ is therefore relatively stable [1] and long lived, while it remains reactive due to the fragile peroxide bond [28]. In ice cores taken in Greenland for example it was possible to detect H$_2$O$_2$ in depths correlating to several thousand years of age [29,30]. Nevertheless, it should not be overlooked that the hydroxyl radical formed by one-electron reduction of hydrogen peroxide is one of the strongest oxidizing agents, more reactive and less discriminating than H$_2$O$_2$ [18]. Apart from its reactivity, there are other factors complicating the continuous sensing of H$_2$O$_2$, such as its diffusion ability [31] and the high reactivity of other ROS or reactive nitrogen species (RNS; such as nitric oxide, or nitrous acid [27]) which frequently occur in the same environments [18,32] and complicate selective detection and quantification of H$_2$O$_2$.

Up front, we note that optical probes and optical sensors are not interchangeable terms, and describe different detection mechanisms. A probe is defined as a molecule undergoing a change of its optical properties in contact with a specific analyte [33], it is so to speak only the receptor part [34] of a sensor. A sensor has in addition to the receptor part also a transducer part [35]. In order to be described as ‘chemical sensor’ certain criteria have to be fulfilled as well. The system needs to deliver real time, on-line information on the analyte of interest. In order to do so, it needs to contain a read-out unit to give an analyzable signal [33]; thus, a single molecule interacting with H$_2$O$_2$ cannot be referred to as a sensor, but merely as a probe [36]. This is also referred to in the so called ‘Cambridge definition’: “Chemical sensors are miniaturized devices that can deliver real time and on-line information on the presence of specific compounds or ions in even complex samples” [34,36]. Generally speaking, the receptor part of the sensing system is responsible for transforming chemical information into energy of any form, which is then translated by the transducer into a signal that can be read out [35]. The ideal chemical sensor is described in the literature as an inexpensive, portable and foolproof device, which reacts instantaneous and with high selectivity to a specific analyte in any desired medium, producing a detectable signal output for any analyte concentration, to be precise and accurate and show long term stability [37].

In this paper, we review the current approaches and possibilities for quantitative optical monitoring of H$_2$O$_2$. There are many published approaches, but all of them have a number of limitations. Probably, the currently most advanced H$_2$O$_2$ sensor technology is based on electrochemical sensing. Such electrochemical systems, although still far from an ideal chemical sensor, enable continuous, reversible point measurements of H$_2$O$_2$ [38–41]. Details on electrochemical H$_2$O$_2$ sensors can be found in other recent reviews [41–43], while this review focuses on optical H$_2$O$_2$ detection.

In optical H$_2$O$_2$ detection, most systems involve the use of optical indicator probes, sometimes applied as pseudo-reversible or continuously regenerating systems, which will be elaborated in more detail below (Figure 1). As continuous sensing is very challenging, irreversible probe assays have found broad application. However, many traditional probes for H$_2$O$_2$ have been shown to react with other members of the ROS family as well [31], making them unsuitable for precise H$_2$O$_2$ detection and quantification. Additionally, most published H$_2$O$_2$ detection methods based on irreversible reactions only give insight into accumulative concentrations, rather than the actual H$_2$O$_2$ dynamics. In recent years several reviews have summarized the constantly growing array of probes for “sensing” of H$_2$O$_2$ (or ROS in general) [7,31,44–46]. In this review, we do not only aim to give a general overview, but specifically focus on continuous H$_2$O$_2$ sensing systems and a discussion of the problems and limitations of currently used methods.
2. Intracellular Hydrogen Peroxide Measurement

Measuring inside of cells is of high interest as understanding processes occurring on a cellular level is the key to understanding more complex processes in multicellular assemblages, such as biofilms, plants, animals or humans [47]. Intracellular H$_2$O$_2$ measurements present very different challenges compared to measurements in the extracellular environment [48], where the cellular microenvironment reacts rapidly to environmental changes to retain physiological steady-state. Cellular measurements thus require optical sensing at high temporal and spatial resolution, using biocompatible materials that can enter cells and with minimal impact on cell function. Fluorescent probes are frequently used for intracellular measurements, due to their fast response time, physical-non-invasiveness and high signals to background ratios [47]. After cell loading/staining, the probe signal is typically recorded by fluorescence microscopy or flow cytometry [48].

2.1. Oxidative Cleavage–Based Probes

Many intracellular probes for H$_2$O$_2$ detection rely on the irreversible reaction of H$_2$O$_2$ with an indicator molecule, which results in a change of the optical properties—usually an increase or decrease in fluorescence intensity [49]. Most published H$_2$O$_2$ probes, however, are not specific and show strong cross-sensitivities to other ROS or RNS [31]. One of the main employed mechanisms is the oxidative cleavage reaction [49] (Figure 2).

Usually, a ‘selectively’ cleavable group is attached to an indicator dye molecule such as coumarin, anthracene, BODIPY, cyanine, fluorescein, resorufin or rhodamine [48–51] (Figure 3). The selected dye determines the spectral range of the probe. While a large variety of probes exist that emit throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum from UV to near infra-red (NIR), it is rather surprising that many recently published probes still rely on inherently pH-sensitive indicators such as fluorescein (phenolic
pKₐ 6.31–6.80 of the monoanion and dianione; two relevant species in aqueous solutions [52]) and resorufin (pKₐ 5.8; fluorescent at pH > 7) [53]). For reliable H₂O₂ detection with such dyes the pH (and changes in the pH) of the sample need to be taken into consideration or buffered. Without simultaneous determination of cellular pH, the quantification of H₂O₂ concentrations with such probes is thus prone to large uncertainty.

![Figure 2. Oxidative cleavage reaction for H₂O₂ detection. (A) Schematic representation of the oxidative cleavage of a quenching group (oxidative cleavage group (OCG)) from a dye molecule (green). The product can be excited and emits light at a specific wavelength; (B) Frequently used OCG for H₂O₂ detection; (1) and (2) are boronate-based, (3–5) are sulfonate based; and (6) is based on the insertion of H₂O₂ and subsequent cleavage of the C–C bond (indicated by dashed line).](image)

![Figure 3. Frequently used dyes for probe synthesis and bioimaging of H₂O₂ in biological systems such as cells or extracellular fluids. The purple color highlights pH sensitive dyes.](image)

When it comes to choice of the oxidative cleavage groups (OCGs), there are also many possibilities and many different detection schemes have been proposed in the literature [49,54,55]. Here we focus only on a few examples, but note that the points listed below also apply to most other OCGs (Figure 2). Boronate-based fluorescent probes (Figure 2; (1) and (2)), gained a lot of attention for their apparent ability to detect H₂O₂ selectively over other ROS [6,50,56–58]. However, several studies have shown that boronate-based fluorescent probes react almost a million times faster with peroxynitrite (ONOO⁻) [59], 5000 times faster with hypochlorous acid (HOCI) [59], and 1200 times faster with...
peroxymonophosphate [60] than they do with $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ (Figure 4). Furthermore, $\text{NO}$ can together with superoxide oxidize boronates as well [59,61]. Many boronate-based probes use fluorescein as backbone dye [50,56], which become highly pH dependent after cleaving, making such measurements prone to pH related quenching artefacts.

Another type of cleaving group is sulfonate-based (Figure 2; (3–5)). One example is the pentafluorobenzene ring (Figure 2; (3)) attached via a sulfonate group, which cleaves in the presence of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. However, it also reacts with other ROS and RNS, and shows a higher fluorescent response with e.g., $\text{O}_2^- \cdot$ [62]. Alternatively, the system is also published with two tosylate groups (Figure 2; (4)), which exhibited an ideal working pH range between pH 7.4 and 7.8, thus indicating pH sensitivity. A third compound containing two sulfonate groups (perfluoro-octanesulfonate) (Figure 2; (5)) was shown to be sensitive to $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, with minor cross-sensitivity to ascorbic acid, gluthathione, esterase, $\text{OCI}^-$ and $\cdot\text{OH}$ [63,64]. Sulfonate cleaving groups are often coupled to fluorescein [62,64,65]. After cleaving, the remaining fluorescein is highly pH dependent due to the remaining hydroxyl groups, making such probes hard to use in real life samples.

A third example for a cleaving group is the oxidation of dibenzoyl (Figure 2; (6)). Different functional groups on the benzyl ring (e.g., electron-withdrawing groups such as $\cdot\text{NO}_2$) are necessary for a sufficient increase in fluorescence intensity, allowing the measurement of relatively low $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations. The NO$_2$-substituted probe showed no response to $\text{O}_2^- \cdot$, $\cdot\text{OH}$, $\text{OCI}^-$, $\cdot\text{NO}$, or $^3\text{O}_2$ and a moderate increase in fluorescence intensity to ONOO$^- \cdot$ [66]. Overall it can be concluded that not a single one of those oxidative cleavage groups is selective for $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. All of them show cross-sensitivities to other ROS, RNS or are pH dependent.

Another fluorescein-based probe relying on the release of a quencher ionophore was published by Song et al. [54]. The iron center is activated by $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ with subsequent N-dealkylation of the ligand, releasing the ionophore (Fe) which can quench fluorescence. The probe is published to be selective over $\cdot\text{OH}$, $\text{OCI}^-$, $\cdot\text{BuOOH}$ and $\text{O}_2^- \cdot$, but shows minor interferences by $\cdot\text{OH}$ and $\cdot\text{BuOOH}$. Additionally,
after reacting with H₂O₂, this fluorescein-based probe is a pH indicator, but the authors reported that the fluorescence intensity was not affected by pH changes between pH 5.25 and 7.81.

A frequently used probe—although its shortcomings have been discussed several times [55,62]—is 2′,7′-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCFH) in combination with a catalyst (such as peroxidase, heme proteins or iron) [67,68]. As DCFH is not cell permeable, the diacetate ester (DA) is used, which can diffuse into the cell, where the acetate ester groups are cleaved by an esterase forming DCFH [55]. It has been reported that DCFH-DA is not very selective toward H₂O₂ but rather gives a measure of the total amount of oxidants present [62], and it is also known for its instability (photo-oxidation and photobleaching) [55]. Nonetheless, this probe is still widely used and claimed to quantify H₂O₂.

A major issue for the practical application of probes is the lack of retention of the reaction, which means that the moment they are in contact with a suitable oxidizing agent, the reaction is initiated and fluorescence increases. In a measurement context, this means there is no time for equilibration after the probe is added and a possible stress-response of the cell due to probe application cannot be ruled out. The time from adding the probe (by staining) to the actual experiment can span hours, wherein the ‘background’ signal keeps rising, due to reacting probe-molecules. It is difficult to ensure and demonstrate that the probe is evenly distributed in the sample and the absence of a signal might thus be a result of heterogeneous probe distribution or the absence of H₂O₂. Also calibration within the cell is not possible, and published values of H₂O₂ concentration should rather be regarded as estimates than absolute concentrations.

Additional important challenges for H₂O₂ sensing discussed in the literature encompass cytotoxicity, or chemical perturbation effects of some probes, the need for the dye to be water soluble and cell permeable, and the possible signal bias caused by binding of the dye to specific sites within the cell. Further drawbacks encompass autobleaching, interferences by autofluorescence of other structures present in the cell, which can also contribute to optical loss, and possibly most importantly, the lack of referencing [47]. In summary, we argue that current probes for H₂O₂ detection are not applicable for reliable quantitative concentration measurements. Such probes are typically used to compare different treatments of cells by comparing the relative fluorescence intensity. Nevertheless, such probes have generated important in vivo data and enable localization of H₂O₂ (or ROS) production within cells.

The development and application of ROS probes is a very active research field and has produced a large array of probes, and in recent years new designs have alleviated some of the shortcomings mentioned above. For example, reversible probes were developed [69–73] which can be oxidized and reduced in vivo enabling visualization of the cellular redox state. While this does not yield H₂O₂ concentration data, it enables studies of the dynamic balance between oxidants and reductants.

### 2.2. Nanomaterials

Nanoparticles are materials typically ranging in size between 1 nm and 100 nm (although definitions vary) and often exhibit distinct optical features. As the particle size, shape and composition all play a role in the physical and chemical properties of the nanomaterial [74], such indicators are quite tunable; especially by the broad range of possible surface modifications present in the cell, which can also contribute to optical loss, and possibly most importantly, the lack of referencing [47]. In summary, we argue that current probes for H₂O₂ detection are not applicable for reliable quantitative concentration measurements. Such probes are typically used to compare different treatments of cells by comparing the relative fluorescence intensity. Nevertheless, such probes have generated important in vivo data and enable localization of H₂O₂ (or ROS) production within cells.

Heavy metals are frequently used as base for nanoparticles, such as silver [76–80], gold [81–86], cadmium, zinc or tellurium [87,88]. Silver nanoparticles (Ag-NP) in general have a broad field of application, as they are antibacterial, antiviral, and antifungal. Nevertheless, the issue of their toxicity has not been fully resolved [76]. The oxidation (degradation) of Ag-NP (Ag⁺ to Ag⁺⁺) by H₂O₂ was utilized for several different detection schemes [77,78,89]; however, one paper concludes that the oxidation of Ag-NPs is in fact much faster with OCl⁻ than with H₂O₂ [90], thus oxidation-based
Ag-NPs might not always be suitable for measuring \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). Gold nanoparticles (Au-NP) are also frequently applied in optical sensing due to their biocompatibility, size-tunable optical properties, stability, and ease of preparation and conjugation [81]. They can be used with [82] or without [86] surface modifications; however, they can also be used to quench the luminescence of an inert material by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) initiated biocatalytic growth of Au-NP from Au nano-seeds [84]. This approach is also used to quench the fluorescence of e.g., dye-doped silica NPs with Au-NP seeds immobilized on their surface. The fluorescence intensities change when the Au-NPs grow on these seeds due to reduction of separately added \( \text{AuCl}_4^- \) in the presence of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) [91]. However, also Au-NP based \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) detection can be affected by cross-sensitivities such as temperature [82,84], or pH [82] (but this overall depends on the specific surface modification). A system published by Li et al. [92] overcomes these interferences by a dual-emitting carbon quantum dot–gold nanocluster (CQD–AuNC) nanosatellite which is self-referencing. It is based on the blue emission of poly(ethylenimine)-capped CQDs (BPEI-CQD,) acting as reference and fluorescence quenching by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) of the red emitting AuNC.

A subcategory of NPs are so-called quantum dots (QD), which can also be used for optical detection of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) [87,88,93,94]. Quantum dots are semiconducting NPs, which often consist of a semiconducting core and a semiconducting shell, in order to improve their optical properties [95,96]. They have broad excitation and narrow emission spectra, which are tunable, exhibit long fluorescent lifetimes, and are relatively immune to photo-bleaching as they do not consist of dye molecules [96]. Various different systems were successfully tested for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) measurements, such as CdTe QDs, which, however, show a pH cross-sensitivity [88], various modified CdTe@ZnS-based QDs, which are differently interfered with by various chemical species (cysteine, \( \text{HClO}_4 \), \( \text{GSH} \), \( \text{urea} \), \( \text{NO}_2^- \), \( \text{NO}_3^- \), \( \text{L-cystein} \), \( \cdot \text{OH} \), \( \text{TBHP} \), superoxide radical, \( \text{ONOO}^- \)) [87] or \( \text{MoS}_2 \) [94]. Water-soluble carbon quantum dots (CQD) can detect \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) on the basis of fluorescence quenching and have several advantages over semiconducting QDs in terms of low cytotoxicity, high photo-stability and biocompatibility [93].

Another class of nanoparticles used for intracellular measurements, referred to as PEBBLE sensors (photonic explorer for biomedical use with biologically localized embedding), are NP-based fluorescent sensor particles with a size range of 1–1000 nm. They are easily tunable, have a nontoxic matrix and stand out intrinsic optical properties [47]. Not all of such PEBBLE sensors are selective for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) over other ROS; but one system described by Kim et al. [97], the hydrophobic ormosil-DCFH PEBBLE, appears to be (DCFH = \( 2',7'\)-dichlorodihydrofluorescin). Here competing reactive species such as peroxidase, the hydroxyl radical, superoxide, nitric oxide, peroxynitrite, hypochlorous acid, and the alkylperoxyl radical are kept out by different barrier systems. Nevertheless, a relatively strong change in fluorescence intensity can be observed in the presence of hypochlorous acid. The authors argue that this is ‘only’ due to pH changes caused by HCl production, as fluorescein-based dyes are more than anything excellent pH indicators.

There are also reports on chemiluminescence-based \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) sensitive NPs, which consist of a fluorescent dye, incorporated in a peroxalate ester containing polymer [98] or a dye and the peroxalate ester incorporated in a polymeric micelle [99]. The peroxalate ester reacts with \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) forming a highly energetic dioxetanedione, which—upon collision—transfers its energy to the dye molecule and degrades into two \( \text{CO}_2 \) molecules. The dye molecule releases this excess energy by light emission. A minor cross sensitivity to superoxide was shown. Concentrations are, however, given in relative light units [98] as in vivo calibration is not possible with such systems, where one reagent (peroxalate) is consumed and thus continuously changes the system.

For nanomaterials it is very difficult to come to a general conclusion, as there is an enormous variability within them, due to their easily tunable surfaces, sizes, compositions, and metal combinations. Nanomaterials are definitely promising for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) measurements. Nevertheless, the mentioned examples all show cross-sensitivities to other species, temperature or pH (or the authors did not test for such cross-sensitivity). Additionally, many nanomaterials rely on heavy metals, which are neither environmentally friendly nor very compatible with living cells, so even more precaution is necessary when evaluating the data. One difference [47] of nanoparticles—in comparison to probes—is
that they do not necessarily rely on diffusion into the cell (and thus cell permeability), but can be inserted via nonspecific or receptor-mediated endocytosis [100].

2.3. Genetically Encoded Probes—Fluorescent Proteins

In order to overcome the disadvantage of irreversible probe systems and allow the measurement of dynamic changes, fluorescent proteins can be used [55]. These genetically encoded probes can be tailored to be chemically specific; targeting certain subcellular compartments to measure only in the area of interest, and allow ratiometric read out and dynamic measurements [101].

One example is the redox sensitive green fluorescent protein (GFP), which can be used with different mutations [55]. Redox-sensitive GFP (roGFP) can be modified to produce a working H$_2$O$_2$ sensor, by coupling it to yeast H$_2$O$_2$-sensing signaling peroxidase Orpl (roGFP-Orpl), which is not affected by pH changes in the physiological range [31].

Another example, HyPer, is described as a ‘genetically encoded ratiometric fluorescence sensor for H$_2$O$_2$’ [102]. HyPer is built by circularly permuted yellow fluorescent protein (cpYFP) inserted into the regulatory domain of OxyR, an E. coli protein devoted to H$_2$O$_2$ sensing. HyPer was shown to be selective for H$_2$O$_2$ over other ROS, but it is pH sensitive [103]. The change in fluorescence is induced by a redox-dependent conformational change within the protein [101]. Differently modified forms of HyPer are available such as HyPerRed, which emits in the red spectral region [104] and several are commercially available. HyPer allows for ratiometric measurements, it is fully reversible and can be modified to target specific subcellular compartments [55].

By attaching certain tags, specific subcellular locations can be targeted by genetically encoded probes [7]. Such probes can detect intracellular H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in the nanomolar range, but they cannot measure absolute concentrations, or enable absolute in situ calibrations [101]. It is also not possible to measure H$_2$O$_2$ in extracellular environments or apply them on humans (as they are genetically encoded) [7]. Schäferling et al. [7] also conclude that roGFPs are not selective for H$_2$O$_2$, but can react with many oxidants.

3. Extracellular Hydrogen Peroxide Measurements

Extracellular measurements of H$_2$O$_2$ comprise H$_2$O$_2$ produced outside of the cell by membrane-associated enzymes, for example NAD(P)H oxidases [105], but also by H$_2$O$_2$ diffusing out of the cell. It is known that H$_2$O$_2$ can be transported out of the cell via channels in the cell membrane or via protein-mediated mechanisms. However, it is debatable whether H$_2$O$_2$ is capable to freely diffuse out of the cell via the lipid bilayer or local changes in it [106]. An advantage of extracellular measurements is that the cells are not manipulated and therefore, the results are less prone to intracellular biotic effects imposed by the sensor chemistry itself. An additional advantage is that there are more options for detection and read-out, as the sample size is less restrictive and easier accessible.

3.1. Chemiluminescent Reactions

A common method to measure extracellular H$_2$O$_2$ involves chemiluminescent reactions. Chemiluminescent probes rely on a chemical reaction resulting in the emission of light. One of their major advantages is a usually very high signal-to-background ratio [107]. A chemiluminescence-based H$_2$O$_2$ sensing principle is based on chemistry first published in 1963 [108], and is still applied today e.g., in glow sticks [109]. Either bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)-oxalate (TCPO) or bis(2,4,5-trichloro-6-carbopentoxyphenyl)oxalate (CPPO) is used for the reaction with H$_2$O$_2$, which results in a highly reactive dioxetanedione (C$_2$O$_4$). This highly energetic compound can transfer energy to a fluorescent dye, while decomposing into two CO$_2$ molecules, causing chemiluminescence. The excited dye returns to its ground state by releasing energy in the form of light (chemiluminescent signal) [108,109]. This chemistry can be used with different dyes, to tune the spectral properties and was for example applied with perylene to measure in polar ice cores [29,30] and rain water [110].
Another example is the reaction of N,N′-dimethyl-9,9′-biaacidinium dinitrate (lucigenin) with H₂O₂ under alkaline conditions, but this reaction exhibits interferences from Ag(I), Cu(II), Co(II), creatinine and ascorbic acid—although the metal creatinine interferences could be eliminated by the presence of Brij-35 micelles [111]. They are nonetheless reported to react with other hydroperoxides [26] and superoxide anion radicals [112].

A novel compound for chemiluminescence-based H₂O₂ detection was reported by Ma et al. [113]. They describe the reaction of the newly synthesized 7-(4,6-dichloro-1,3,5-triazinylamino)-4-methylcoumarin (DTMC). This reaction needs no catalyst or co-oxidant, but solely relies on the formation of DTMC-H₂O₂ (which however shows higher chemiluminescent intensities when adding cation surfactants). They also report that most transition metals apart from Co(II) and Ag(I), do not show catalytic interferences.

Other chemiluminescent reactions based on acridinium ester and luminol are described in Section 4, as they are frequently and successfully applied for continuous monitoring of H₂O₂ concentrations in natural samples.

3.2. Kits for H₂O₂ Detection

Assays are widely used for measuring extracellular H₂O₂ concentrations in biological fluids; they are well-established and many of them commercially available. These assays rely on a variety of measurement principles [55,114], but here we focus on fluorescence-based assays. Most luminescence-based assays rely on the reaction of a peroxidase with H₂O₂ and the subsequent oxidation of a molecule to form a fluorescent product [48].

Many fluorescence assays are based on horse radish peroxidase (HRP) used in combination with a dye molecule. However, this reaction is only specific to the peroxide functional group and not H₂O₂ itself. HRP catalyzes the reaction, facilitating a follow-up reaction with an electron donor to either increase or decrease fluorescence [26]. Electron donors used to increase fluorescence are for example, p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (POHPAA) [26,115] and a variety of other compounds [30,116], a decrease in fluorescence involves the use of e.g., scopoletin [26,117,118]. The reaction with POHPAA and HRP shows fluorescence increases in the presence of H₂O₂ as well as organic peroxides [115]. Not only scopoletin decreases the fluorescence in the presence of HRP and H₂O₂, but also phenols, or phenolic compounds in combination with HRP and other oxidized compounds. Moreover, the scopoletin method is described as highly pH dependent [26].

The reaction with homovanillic acid (HVA), HRP, and H₂O₂ is similar to POHPAA. Homovanillic acid is of the same ground structure as POHPAA with a 4-methoxy functional group [119]. HVA is oxidized by H₂O₂ and forms a highly fluorescent (but strongly pH dependent) dimer [120].

A frequently used fluorescent assay is based on HRP in combination with Amplex® Red or Ampliflu™ Red (N-acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazine), which is a non-fluorescent resorufin derivative [55]. For H₂O₂ detection, N-acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazine is oxidized by the hydroxyl radical (HRP catalyzes the decomposition of H₂O₂) to the highly fluorescent resorufin [55,121,122]. One major advantage described in the literature is its emission peak which lies beyond most interfering background signals from other fluorescing biological samples, as well as its activity over a wide pH range (nevertheless, resorufin fluorescence is pH dependent) [55]. A study by Votyakova et al. [123] showed interference of this reaction by NADH and reduced glutathione, which also caused an increase in fluorescence. Additionally, peroxinitrite has been shown to oxidize Amplex® Red in the presence of HRP as well [124]. Different studies have also shown H₂O₂–independent oxidation pathways for Amplex® Red, with e.g., carboxylesterase [125] or peroxinitrite-derived radicals [124]. HRP has also been used in combination with dihydrorhodamine 6G to form the highly fluorescent rhodamine 6G [126]. However, dihydrorhodamine 6G as well as dihydrorhodamine 123 (and others) are not specific for H₂O₂ detection and can thus only be used as a general fluorescent probe for ROS in combination with HRP [46].
Assays are well suited for quantifying extracellular \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) and the diffusion of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) out of the cell [48]. The user must however be aware that there can still be interfering species, such as NADH, reduced glutathione, other ROS, pH, or phenols; and such potential interferences need to be taken into consideration when planning an experiment. Unfortunately, the time resolution of assays is rather limited and samples have to be taken from the experiment prior to measurements.

4. Intermediate Sensing Systems

Some published \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) detection systems can be described as intermediate between a probe and a sensor, as they are closer to allowing continuous measurements, but are again based on an irreversible reaction, or a reaction that can be reversed by external factors. Some of the more well-established methods are described below.

4.1. Flow Injection Analysis

Flow injection analysis (FIA) for measuring \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in natural waters has been used for decades and relies on different chemiluminescent reactions with \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) which are detected in a photomultiplier tube (PMT) as visualized in Figure 5. The reaction itself is not reversible, but due to the flow through system dynamic changes in \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration can be detected. One major disadvantage is, however, the high analyte consumption making it difficult to apply the system on samples with limited volume.

FIA analysis of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) relies on a few chemiluminescent reactions, where the two most frequently used reactions in the literature are (1) acridinium ester (10-methyl-9-(\( p \)-formylphenyl)-acridinium carboxylate trifluoromethanesulfonate) [127–131] and (2) luminol and a Co(II) catalyst [132–136]. Less frequently used reactions involve (3) TCPO (bis-(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)oxalate) [110] or (4) the oxidation of phenol [137]. The acridinium ester-based reaction is strongly interfered with by pH (which is compensated by the use of a buffer solution) and Fe(II) at higher concentrations, which can be avoided by adding ferrozine to the flow system) [127]. The Co(II) catalyzed oxidation of luminol by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) is also pH dependent (again with the option to compensate it by using a buffer solution), while Fe(II) is known to interfere as well as Cr(III), Cr(VI), Co(II), Fe(III), Cu(II), and Mn(II) at certain concentrations [132].

![Figure 5. Flow injection analysis (FIA) setup for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) detection. The sample and the chemiluminescent (CL) reagent are mixed and the pH is adjusted by the buffer in the flow cell. The signal is detected there (with a photo multiplier tube (PMT)). Depending on the system, a washing solution (diluted HCl) can be added to avoid clocking of the system; this is useful especially when working with seawater. With more complicated systems a multivalve for sample injection can be used. For more information see for example King et al. [128].](image)

Overall, advantages of FIA-based \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) detection are that pH cross-sensitivities can be counterbalanced by adding buffer solutions, the method enables quantification of dynamic change in \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), continuous measurements are possible (even over a long time), and the technique is adjustable to different experimental settings and samples. However, besides cross-sensitivity, analyte and reactant are consumed, there are restrictions due to the sample’s volume, and chemiluminescent reactions are
strongly temperature dependent (making field measurements potentially difficult). Additionally, those relatively large sampling volumes limit spatial or temporal resolution.

4.2. Redox Systems

Another technique now gaining a lot of attention is the redox ‘sensor’ for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) measurements. Such detection systems have a true sensor-like performance but still need to be ‘externally’ regenerated, and thus quantify an accumulative \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration over deployment time. One example is the Prussian Blue (PB)–Prussian White (PW) redox pair, where PW is oxidized by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) to PB (or \( \text{K}_3\text{Fe(CN)}_6 \) [70]) exhibiting a strong shift in optical properties, which can then be regenerated by a reducing agent such as ascorbic acid [69,70]. Koren et al. [69] use a highly photostable luminescent crystal coupled to the PB/PW pair, using the inner-filter effect to correlate changes in luminescence to changes in \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration (Figure 6).

![Figure 6](image_url). Principle for a fiber-optic \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) detection system. (A) Shows the Prussian Blue (PB)/Prussian White (PW) redox scheme. PW is oxidized to PB by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in the sample. It can then be regenerated externally by reducing it with e.g., ascorbic acid to PW; (B) PB coated on a fiber tip together with a luminescent crystal, allowing pseudo-continuous measurements with an optical fiber. The fiber can be retracted into the recharging gel to regenerate the tip in between measurements. Reproduced from [69]—Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.
However, Koncki et al. [70] observed not only an optical response of PW to H$_2$O$_2$, but also to chromate, dichromate, permanganate, chlorine, bromine, iodine, hexacyanoferrate(III), Fe(III), as well as a slow response to O$_2$ resulting in a drifting baseline. Cross-sensitivities to K$^+$, Na$^+$, and pH were observed in PB films, and PB can be reduced to PW by H$_2$S, ascorbic acid, and various mercapto-compounds [70]. This last example makes it clear that this system should mainly be chosen to measure H$_2$O$_2$ in samples which rule out the presence of the above mentioned species as well as large fluctuations in pH, as has also been discussed by Koren et al. [69]. Therefore, these cross-interferences need to be taken into consideration when planning an experiment or choosing an application. The pH interferences for PB/PW based detection schemes were investigated in detail by Khorami et al. [138].

Other redox systems are based on e.g., a naphtho[1,8-cd]-1,2-dithiole-5-carboxaldehyde functionalized fluorescein, which is (de-)protonated with treatment of either the mild oxidizer H$_2$O$_2$ or with a mild reductant. However, the authors also state that this redox sensor can be re-oxidized even by air [71]. Another approach relies on the redox probe naphtopyran-benzothiazolium, which reacts with H$_2$O$_2$ as well as bisulfite [139]. Another system detects H$_2$O$_2$ as oxidizer and uses N-acetyl-L-cysteine as antioxidant together with 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorodihydrotetramethylrosamine (Redox-Sensor Red). The authors, however, state themselves that the sensor material is readily oxidized by various other species [72].

Xu et al. [73] published a NIR fluorescent probe that can be oxidized by H$_2$O$_2$ and is reducible by glutathione. They coupled an ebselen moiety onto a cyanine-based fluorophore, which responded with an increase in fluorescence to H$_2$O$_2$ and with a decrease to glutathione. The fluorescence signal was shown to be relatively stable pH 6.5–8.4, but showed a relatively strong response to different thiols. The authors proposed two different reaction mechanisms for the reaction with H$_2$O$_2$ (resulting in the fluorescent form) and other ROS resulting in a weakly fluorescing dimer.

It can be concluded that the use of redox sensors for H$_2$O$_2$ detection is restricted to measurements in well characterized or defined environments/media, while they are very difficult to apply in complex biological samples where various oxidizing as well as reducing species might be present, and local pH changes can occur.

5. Fully Reversible Optical Chemical Sensors

Wolfbeis et al. [140] described a reversible H$_2$O$_2$ sensor system, based on the previously described luminescence increase of fluorescent (tetracycline)europium(III) (EuTc) in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ [141] due to coordination, rather than reaction [140]. The reversibility, however, is due to flushing with H$_2$O (or faster with thiosulfate) [44,140] in order to resubstitute the coordinated H$_2$O$_2$ molecules and, thus, needs to be done ‘externally’. In addition, the system shows relatively slow response times (~10 min) and cross-sensitivities to Cu$^{2+}$ (which quenches strongly), phosphate, and citrate (which increase fluorescence intensities strongly) [140]. Another study concluded that there is no linear correlation between the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration and the fluorescence intensity increase at the complex transition and concluded that this measuring scheme is of limited value for H$_2$O$_2$ detection [142].

A different more frequently used technique relies on the well-established optical detection of O$_2$. There are various mechanisms converting H$_2$O$_2$ in oxygen, which then results in an increase of measured O$_2$. This can be achieved e.g., by covering a planar O$_2$ sensitive layer based on luminescence quenching with a second layer containing an inorganic catalyst (such as MnO$_2$ [143], or finely dispersed Ag-powder), by co-absorbing catalase in silica gel/ the same phase as the indicator layer, or alternatively, by adsorption of enzyme and dye on silica gel particles, which are then immobilized in a polymer layer [144] (Figure 7).
This method has one clear advantage against all the other methods described above; the sensing system it relies on is truly reversible. However, background $O_2$ and fluctuations in it have to be taken into consideration and need to be compensated for e.g., by simultaneous, external $O_2$ measurements.

6. Conclusions

There is a wide variety of published techniques to determine $H_2O_2$ concentrations. However, there is still a long way to go with regard to realizing a reliable optical $H_2O_2$ sensor for quantitative and continuous measurements (Table 1). No selective, reversible optical sensing principle for direct $H_2O_2$ determination has been reported. A relatively broad selection of $H_2O_2$ probes is available but their use for selective $H_2O_2$ detection is compromised by an array of limitations: They are irreversible; therefore only an increase in concentration can be detected; the probe material is used up; thus the user has to deal with an ever changing system, which usually cannot be calibrated properly (as it is consumed in the meantime—not true for the flow injection systems); the measurement cannot be started at a defined time point—when the probe is in contact with the sample the ‘measurement’ begins; thus there is often no time for equilibration. Additionally, many probes show a lack of selectivity, which means they react readily (and sometimes even much faster than with $H_2O_2$) with another analyte. Another quite problematic issue becomes apparent when looking at the published values of $H_2O_2$ concentrations in different samples (summarized in the Supplementary Materials [24,25,110,128,135–137,145–182]).

There is frequently a big variance between the published values and unsprecise methods cannot be ruled out as comparative studies are missing. For example, $H_2O_2$ concentrations measured in blood plasma of healthy humans span a wide concentration range of <0.25 $\mu$M [160,161], ~2.5 $\mu$M [163], ~5.85–9.09 $\mu$M [164], 13–57 $\mu$M [162], and 21.3 $\mu$M [166]. This underscores an urgent need for a robust, reversible and reliable optical $H_2O_2$ sensor system. $H_2O_2$ is a highly important analyte and it will be important for future research to be able to quantify this analyte in real time. We think there is still room for new creative sensing schemes and solutions, but also improvements of current methods are needed. As a start we recommend to carefully study cross-sensitivities and to document them as well as possible. This will increase the reliability of the obtained data.

---

**Figure 7.** Principle for quasi-reversible luminescence based detection of $H_2O_2$. (A) Reversible $H_2O_2$ sensor, based on the coordination of $H_2O_2$ to EuTc resulting in a strongly fluorescent complex. The reaction can be reversed by adding thiols; (B) Schematic depiction showing indirect $H_2O_2$ sensing via $O_2$ measurements. Hydrogen peroxide (blue) is degraded in the catalyst-containing layer into water and $O_2$; which then is detected via fluorescence quenching (white ring around the $O_2$) of an indicator dye, together with background $O_2$ (gray).
Table 1. Advantages, disadvantages and limitations of optical, chemical H$_2$O$_2$ detection schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages/Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intracellular H$_2$O$_2$ Measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidative Cleavage-Based Probes</td>
<td>Easily tunable emission spectrum (by changing the dye backbone or substituents), Accumulative H$_2$O$_2$ measurement, Can show hotspots, Can be used for comparison of treatments, Fast response times, High signal-to-background ratios.</td>
<td>Irreversible, Cross-sensitivities (e.g., other ROS, pH, temperature) No absolute concentrations, Cannot be calibrated in situ, No in situ referencing, In situ measurements do not start at a defined time point, Issue of cytotoxicity and chemical perturbation effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanomaterials</td>
<td>Highly and easily tunable properties, Do not necessarily rely on diffusion into the cell, Can be water-soluble or insoluble, Long fluorescent lifetimes, High photo-stability.</td>
<td>Irreversible, Some QDs contain heavy metals (cytotoxicity and problematic for environment), Cross-sensitivities to other species, temperature or pH (dependent on material), Cannot be calibrated in situ, In situ measurements do not start at a defined time point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetically Encoded Probes</td>
<td>Reversible reaction, Dynamic changes can be monitored, Can be tailored to target specific subcellular compartments Allow ratiometric read-out.</td>
<td>pH sensitive, No absolute concentration, Cannot be calibrated in situ, Can only be used intracellular, Some show cross-sensitivities to other oxidants, Needs to be genetically encoded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extracellular H$_2$O$_2$ Measurements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemiluminescent Reactions</td>
<td>High signal-to-background ratio, Spectral properties can be easily adjusted.</td>
<td>Irreversible, Temperature dependency, Reaction dependent interferences (e.g., Ag(I), Cu(II), Co(II), Fe(II), pH, ROS, hydroperoxides . . . ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assays</td>
<td>Well established for biological fluids, Allows monitoring of H$_2$O$_2$ dynamics over time.</td>
<td>Irreversible, Cross-sensitivities (e.g., NADH, reduced glutathione, ROS, pH, phenols . . . ), Low temporal-resolution, Samples need to be taken prior to measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate H$_2$O$_2$ Sensing Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Injection Analysis (FIA)</td>
<td>Allows continuous measurement, Can counterbalance e.g., pH or Fe(II) cross-sensitivity of normal chemiluminescent reactions, Allows quantitative H$_2$O$_2$ measurement.</td>
<td>Point measurement (limited spatial and temporal resolution), Sample needs to be free of aggregates (filtering, or other sample treatment required), Confined to liquid samples, Sample is used up (relatively large sample volume needed), Temperature dependency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redox Systems</td>
<td>Can be reversed externally, Allow pseudo-continuous measurements, Sensor material is not used up, Insight into redox processes, Allow quantitative measurements.</td>
<td>Can react with other oxidizing/reducing species, Other species can interfere within the system Possible pH dependencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quasi Reversible Optical H$_2$O$_2$ Sensors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tetracycline)europium(III) (EuTc)</td>
<td>Reversible, Sensor material is not used up (coordination of H$_2$O$_2$).</td>
<td>External source needed to reverse, Reversible with water or thiosulfate Slow response time (~10 min), Quenched by Cu$^{2+}$, Interferences from phosphate and citrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect H$_2$O$_2$ Determination via O$_2$ Measurements</td>
<td>Fully reversible, Allows continuous monitoring, Well established chemistry, Allows quantitative H$_2$O$_2$ measurement.</td>
<td>Low signal against a high background, Fluctuations in O$_2$ need to be accounted for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is very unlikely that there will be a “universal sensor” developed any time soon which could be used in all media and with all types of samples. More realistically a variety of sensor systems will be developed or optimized for different types of applications. By carefully analyzing the analytical problem at hand (e.g., changes in the pH of the sample, or the presence of other ROS), suitable sensor solutions can be found and in combination with proper controls, quantification might be possible. Nevertheless, in the long run new approaches will be needed to really advance the field. It will not be enough to attach the same cleavable groups onto different fluorophores, and novel reactions and ways to detect H$_2$O$_2$ are needed. Cross-sensitivities could be minimized in the future by shielding the
indicator within a suitable sensor matrix (e.g., within nanoparticles) that blocks or quenches interfering species. Also new sampling methods could be used to increase the temporal and spatial resolution of e.g., intermediate H$_2$O$_2$ sensing systems. It is safe to say that there is plenty of room for developing new sensing solutions and that any specific and robust system that allows continuous measurements of H$_2$O$_2$—down to trace amounts—will be highly valued within the community. Researchers within different fields aim to understand the role of H$_2$O$_2$ in a variety of living systems and habitats. Getting in touch with the (potential) users will highlight their particular application demands and boundary conditions, and this will guide sensor developers in the development of suitable tools.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2227-9040/5/4/28/s1, Table S1: Hydrogen peroxide concentrations found in natural waters; Table S2: Hydrogen peroxide concentrations found in the human body; Table S3: Hydrogen peroxide concentrations in other biological samples.
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